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Introduction

The means of getting resources for the needs of people in our society is money. Usually people get money in exchange for their time. This is what is called work. If people were offered money for free, most of them would probably accept the offer.

In our society most basic things like that people need to live like food and house are acquired with money. Most people do hourly-paid work in other people’s companies and those who do so usually work 40 hours a week, which makes up almost a quarter of total time each week. Many people would have spent this time some other way if they did not need the money that they received.

One of the ways that sometimes is believed to be a good way to make a fortune is playing on the finance market, which with the development of the internet and digitization also went digital and with that more accessible to people. There are lots of companies offering platforms for trading on the stock market or online courses that would teach how to be a successful trader. You just need to guess if the price of certain assets or currency is going up or down. Only two options, what could be that hard? Obviously free cheese can only be in a mousetrap. But many financial market experts state that if you dedicate enough money to study everything is possible.

Another field of technology that has seen a massive development recently is artificial intelligence. And in addition to that it also became more accessible to ordinary people because: open-source projects that allow usage of artificial intelligence such as Tensorflow and Keras along with ease of getting proper information and lessons on programming online and advancement of hardware that would be required for these programs using neural networks to run and people’s accessibility to it. All that is needed to create neural networks and potentially make computers think instead of its owner is to own one, not even the most powerful.
So for many people who have heard about these two phenomenons a justified question occurs: why can neural networks be used on the financial market to make money?

The goal of this bachelor’s thesis was to find a way to create a program that would be able to earn money off the stock market using machine learning or at least to find out if it is possible. In order to achieve that the documentation of machine learning framework was studied along with basics of stock trading.

The first chapter gives an overview of what the stock market and machine learning is. It names base principles those two technologies work by and related problems. The second chapter describes methods used for development, such as choice of data, indicators and how models were programmed. The third chapter describes the results and efficiency of models. The fourth chapter summarizes the results of the work done and suggests future improvements.
1. Background

1.1 Stock trading
Generally speaking, stock trading is a long-known way of making money off predicting prices for valuable materials such as oil, gold, etc, currencies, companies’ shares and so on. Although the details and rules of different kinds of stock trading methods differ, they are all based on prediction of what the financial instrument (stock or currency) price will be in one or another way. These predictions are made using technical or fundamental analysis. [1]

1.1.1 Fundamental analysis
Fundamental analysis “studies everything from the overall economy and industry conditions to the financial condition and management of companies”. It requires analysis of data from different sources, like news, companies background, plans, often human-written text (e.g. news).[2] For the current level of development of machine learning techniques it is a hard task and humans would most likely outperform machines, but they would lose in terms of speed of data analysis and decisions making. [3] The creation of a machine learning model for this approach sure is possible, but it requires implementing a natural language analysis tool that would obtain information from for example news sites, and most likely a lot of human tuning and solid knowledge of economics. As a weak proof of the limitations stated above could be used the fact of absence of successful models when searched online. Yet again, the absence of proof does not prove contrary.

1.1.2 Technical analysis
Technical analysis is the method of prediction of prices of assets that is based on the implication that prices of the asset in future can be predicted from past price and volume graphs. Its only inputs are the stock price and volume, which allows more simple machine learning implementation for this method than in the case of fundamental analysis as those values are simple to extract, there is only few of them, they are usually accessible through the same trading platform or website where trading process is happening and are numeric unlike news articles from different resources.[2] Examples of technical analysis techniques are
moving average, support and resistance, trend lines, etc. There are also known patterns of price chart that are used to predict price movement.[4]

There are also indicators for technical analysis that in essence are results of application of some formula to graph. The indicators are meant to transform information in such a way that they help to predict price movements somehow. Each indicator was created to be used in a certain way, in other words there are usage instructions that go with each indicator. Usually the provider of a trading platform already includes indicators (results of calculations using this formula) into information that he provides.[5]

1.1.3 Problems

The whole topic of trading may seem controversial to most people - many call it gambling because of how unpredictable it is. [6] Most of those who try to make money off stock market fail, only small percent is successful (day trading is discussed here, not long-term investing), various sources without any information on where the statistics come from state that only around 5-15% of day traders are successful, others lose money. [7] The fact of someone’s personal interest in statistics on how profitable trading is does not produce much confidence in those statistics. Sources that disclose any statistics have something to gain from their actions - trading platforms want to attract people to trade with them, professionals want to keep newcomers (potential rivals) off the market, and some people just lie about their profits to show off and make themselves look better than they are in reality. Lots of companies offer courses, sometimes even free or for a share of the student’s profits (offering a kind of guarantee of quality of education), that are said to teach how to be a successful trader in several months or weeks. Opinion that trading requires a solid background in economics and very good knowledge of topic along with years of experience is also very common. Sadly, when money comes into play, the truth often bends in favor of financial interests of certain people.
1.2 Machine learning

Machine learning is a way of implementing artificial intelligence to create a mathematical model that predicts the “output” based on “input” after seeing several (usually from tens to thousands) pairs of “inputs” and “outputs” in the same form as the real data. Process of learning does not require human interaction or any changes in program code, but it consists of change of mathematical model (called “fitting”) in such a way that the correct “output” would be predicted on “input”, so basically it tries to guess how to make a model such that “input” would produce correct “output”. It works with some level of approximation - it can not only predict based on the exact same “input” that it had seen, but also if the “input” is a bit different and includes patterns of the previous input. The extraction of patterns is done according to the algorithms that this exact learning model is built on, different algorithms are suitable for different tasks (e.g. finding faces on pictures, predicting weather, etc.). The “transformation” functions that change the model in the process of learning (guessing) can also be different and suitable for different usage cases. Machine learning model is mathematical, it finds functions to transform one set of numeric values (input) to another (output), therefore data that it handles should also be in numerical form, so for example the picture is represented in pixels values.
Currently artificial intelligence is only able to be used in narrow applications for which it should be trained. For example a model can be created that would be able to tell if there is a dog or a cat in the picture if it has seen enough pictures with dogs and cats (with labels), but it can’t answer what the meaning of life is.

1.3 Fusion

What is important for the applications of machine learning is the fact that data based on which the predictions are made can be represented in a form that the computer understands - a series of numerical data. Simpler models do technical analysis, which involves feeding past prices data into the model, delimiting it into “past” (the input) and “future” (the output).

In recent years machines started overtaking humans in this field and now around 80% share of the market is controlled by automated programs that require no human interaction with them and make on their own, as stated Yun Li in CNBC article.[8] How exactly this number was calculated is not explained. Another proof of the topic's popularity is the amount of research papers for this topic in EBSCO Discovery database - as for January 1st 2020 the number of results for the search “( machine learning or artificial intelligence or deep learning or neural network ) AND ( stock market OR trading )” is above 14000.

There’s a lot of amateur implementations as well, none of which shows miraculous results.[9][10] But to think logically, if it was that easy, everyone around would be rich (or more likely the stock market would lose its current form and would change extremely in an unknown way). As one of the users of Stack Exchange suggests, “It is speculated that breakthroughs in the field of probability theory has happened several times, but never shared. This [could be] due to its practical application in gambling.”.[11] This can be also said about application of AI in stock trading: why would anyone reveal a secret of becoming rich?

There are also different market tools, in addition to most common trading, where traders can place “long” and “short” offers, there are options, on which usage of machine learning and its performance can differ. For example if the tool that is used is Forex [12], then the decision when to buy assets, in what amount and also when to sell must be done, which requires constant calculation as the price updates every several seconds. In case of binary options the
situation is more simple - trader has to correctly guess if the price of certain asset will increase or decrease between current moment and a certain moment in the future (for example one hour later), no extra intermediate calculations needed, but there may be some additional rocks underwater as smaller profitability. [13]

One of the more technologically primitive method of automated trading with computers is just usage of indicators with added conditions, but it is not quite machine learning. There is also an option to feed indicators data into a neural network while training and a neural network would make sense of given data on its own or to use indicators as a helper method for the algorithm that programmer would teach on his own (to act in a certain way corresponding to what indicator shows).

There sure are attempts to perform machine learning using fundamental data, mostly analyzing news [14], but it's amateur level. It can't be denied that there may be some extremely advanced techniques and implementation, but they are not for public access as they are a source of extreme income. Also these models would not quite be machine learning as machine learning models would not likely be able to find relationships between for example news and stock prices movement as there are too many factors that influence the price and unlikely there are technologies already that are capable of a task of this level of difficulty.

Programs that would be able to do fundamental analysis would use predefined relationships between news content and what would be its influence on stock price, so they would most likely require human design, therefore they cannot be smarter than people they were designed by. Program, though, can outperform people in terms of the amount of data it can analyze in a period of time. So it can be used for automation of the process of decision making, and also it can take more data into account at once without losing details out of sight, for example give a prediction based on hundreds of news articles. Yet again, news articles appear with a threshold and by the time the article appears, its value would be lost, as the market situation favorable for opening a deal would be already lost.[3]
2. Methodology

The goal is to create a program (machine learning model) that would be able to make profits off the stock market and in order to achieve that would predict price movement of different tools. Different approaches to neural network model creation are used, such as different input data, including data produced with trading indicators.

As the data that predicted is numeric, regression machine learning methods will be used. There was an option to use a real brokerage platform API\(^1\), for example Interactive Brokers [15]. It also has a demo account, so no real money is needed to test out the performance. But they have limitations that will slow down development drastically, such as the limited amount of data received and integrating would also need a lot of additional effort even though it is quite possible. It is the best way to show performance and the most real one, closest to real world use.

The goal of this research is to simulate real world conditions - data is received gradually over time, and with the coming of new data decision should be made - to open the trade or not to and in which direction. Model would simulate day trading as it is more suitable for pure technical analysis. The longer the period of investments the higher is influence of macroeconomics that technical analysis cannot handle.

2.1 Data

Getting data required - consistent and with high frequency is a difficult task - most of the providers found want hundreds of dollars for their services. [16][17] Data was retrieved using Tickstory software. [18] The software allows downloading of stock market and forex data in various formats including CSV\(^2\) and it has a free version with all the functionality needed for this research. Data used for this research is every minute forex data for EURUSD pair for the last 5 years. It includes date and timestamp, open, high, low and close prices and volume.

\(^1\)Application programming interface
\(^2\)Comma separated value - a format used by Microsoft Excel and Pandas Module in Python
Some data is missing: if the data has a datapoint for every minute in the past five years, then there should be about 2628000 datapoints, but the given data has only 1867813, so about 30% of data is missing. It must be somehow handled for resulting models to perform better on the real world use. One option is to fill missing data points with the average of two nearest available points. Another option is to ignore the gap and act as if it doesn’t exist and just consider two nearest available data points as the ones that are immediately next to each other in reality. The third option is to just use periods of time with no gaps (or with minimal gaps). There are its own problems in first two options: the first one makes the model “think” prices change over time more smoothly and with less noise than in reality, whereas the second one makes it act as if prices made bigger jumps. Analysis of data shows that the third option would drastically decrease the number of samples to learn and test on, therefore performance of models could suffer.

Data needs to be normalized, or else firstly - transformation functions will not work properly as they are designed to work with values of range from zero to one, [19] and secondly - data will be interpreted the wrong way - in stock trading the difference between the point of order opening and order closing is the key, not the starting and finishing price on their own.

The formula of normalization of each for the models that make predictions based on price is the following: \( \text{for each in sequence: each/sequence[0]-1} \). In the resulting sequences absolute most of values, about 95% is under 0,001 and the rest are slightly higher than 0.01. Such low variability also has a negative effect on the performance of activation functions on which training of the model relies. For better performance each of the values in each sequence is multiplied by 100, so the resulting normalization formula is the following: \( \text{for each in sequence: (each/sequence[0]-1)*100} \). This formula, though, results in values being roughly between -1 and 1. As it was said before, activation functions work best with data in range between 0 and 1. If this assumption is correct, formula \( \text{for each in sequence: (each/sequence[0]-1)*50+0.5} \) should be applied. The downside of this option is that for neural network prediction of price of 0.49 and 0.51 would seem close, where in reality it means that the direction of price movement is predicted mistakenly.
Also trading indicators would be used for some models. Indicator, again, is just a mathematical function applied to market data (price and volume).

2.2 Models

For prediction, the neural network model is created. Modern technologies, such as framework Keras[20] for Python programming language makes creation and usage of neural networks accessible to everyone and understandable even for people who are not scientists with years of experience and academy training. Yet it is clear that scientists will have way better results, keras just lowers the entry bar. This library allows creation of neural networks by simple invocation of pre-defined models, layers, activation functions and so on, so for simple (but well-working) neural networks the program code could be under 100 rows long. Compared to how complicated implementation of neural networks could be - defining mathematical functions it is a huge leap in accessibility. Keras actually is just an API which uses for example TensorFlow[21] as a backend.

Different neural network models with different layer types are tried. A model is a set of layers. Different models in this work use different layers, normalization functions, data inputs, number of epochs. The only resource whose consumption rises with increasing number of epochs is time taken for learning. It is a “cheap” resource in a sense that it does not require some special hardware and can be exchanged for better results. For each model such a number of epochs is chosen that allows the model to reach the state where there are no visible improvements in loss metric in several last epochs. The number of epochs is determined during trial and error.

2.2.1 Pure price based

The first model uses only price data from the past 24 hours (each minute) to predict the price one hour later after the last known (given to model) data point. For example it takes prices each minute from the noon of 17th of April up to the noon of 18th of April and it should predict what price the asset will have at 1 A.M. on 18th of April. If the data is used as described before, the number of training samples (24 hours + one point one hour later) is around 1000 and number of test samples is around 250. There is also an option to make samples overlap (sometimes called “the window method”) that would not be used because of
hardware limitations on certain computer, more precisely 16GB of RAM is not enough for the implementation, which was discovered with trial and error method. This method is close to how binary options work - trader needs to predict how price is going to change compared to the current over a certain period of time, for example one hour.[13]

The model uses four lstm layers with numbers of neurons 25, 50, 50, 25 respectively and one dense layer. Lstm is often used for predicting time series.[22][23][24] These numbers were again received in experimental way, limited by the hardware.

Relu is used as an activation function as it was the most effective activation function from personal experience. Initial number of epochs is randomly set to 20, but is planned to increase if the learning curve does not flatten in 20 epochs.

2.2.2 Pure price based variant two

This is the same as the previous model, but each layer has 5, 10, 10, 5 neurons respectively and it uses 100 epochs. It is made because of the assumption that shifting usage of resources from number of neurons to number of epochs could improve performance. Also the big number of neurons could overcomplicate the model, which could result in overfitting.

2.2.3 Price + volume based

This model is similar to the first one, but it also uses trading volume as an input which in theory should be helping in price prediction as most of the trading indicators use volume in its formulas and it is also considered an important metric when making a trading decision [25]. In order to achieve that a principle that is called multiple regression is used. [26] [27] It means that instead of sequence of prices, the input consists of sequence of pairs price+volume and the output is single price.

Taking into consideration the fact that there are more features, it is possible that the model would take more time to find relationships between input and output, therefore, the number of epochs is raised to 50. As ‘relu’ normalization function can not be used with multiple regression, default activation function is used instead. This was found the practical way as using relu resulted in error.
2.2.4 Bollinger Bands

Bollinger Bands named after its creator is a popular indicator in trading community. [28] This indicator consists of three parts - moving average and two bands that respectively are moving average plus and minus two standard deviations. Moving average is used only for calculation of bands. Recommended usage is to open sell position when price is above the upper band and open buy position when price is below the lower band. The period the moving average is calculated on can vary. The shorter the period, the more sensitive the indicator is and the period for which the orders are put are shorter as indicator predicts growth of fall for a shorter periods of time.[29][30] For this particular case the period of 20 data points, meaning minutes is chosen.

![Fig 2. Example of plot depicting Bollinger Bands (green). Plot produced with matplotlib and using data used for creation of models by the author.](image)

2.2.5 MACD

MACD (Moving Average Convergence Divergence) is another popular trading indicator. [28] The indicator consists of two lines. The first one, called the MACD line is 26 period exponential moving average subtracted from 12 period moving average. The second line is a 9 period exponential moving average of the MACD line. MACD is meant to be used this way: when MACD crosses the signal line from below it signals that the price is going to grow for some time and it may be a good time to buy. When the signal line is crossed by the MACD line from above it is a signal to sell. The bigger the angle between lines around the
intersection point, the stronger the signal is.[31] Again, as with Bollinger Bands, periods are important as relative measures, in other words periods can be increased or decreased, but with the same multiplier. The rule of sensitivity described in Bollinger Bands also applies here. As periods in the current case are minutes, the periods are increased ten times each in order for indicator not to be too sensitive. Both MACD and signal lines are in unsuitable range - from about -0.005 to 0.005 if calculated on unnormalized price data. So the data sequences are multiplied by 100 and 0.5 is added to each element of resulting sequences. As a result, the values fit into range from 0 to 1.

![MACD Indicator Plot](image)

**Fig 3.** Plot of MACD indicators. The MACD line is purple, the signal line is green. In this particular case most of the signals “tell the truth”.

### 2.3 Evaluation criteria

As was repeatedly suggested in Tartu University course “Machine Learning” the classical 80/20 data split is used - 80% of data is training data for models and 20% of data is for testing.

For evaluation the test results (neural network predictions) are compared to the actual values from the data. For each prediction the formula \((\text{prediction} - \text{last_data_point})/(\text{target} - \text{last_data_point})\) is used. \(\text{Target}\) here is the value that should have been predicted (ideally \(\text{target}\) should be equal to \(\text{prediction}\)). The sign that this formula result has shows if the direction of price movement was predicted correctly. Then the percentage of correct direction
guesses is calculated. The threshold is 50%. Getting 50% of guesses correctly is the same result as for example tossing a coin to guess where the price is going to move as there is only two options to choose from and if infinite tries to randomly guess is made, the accuracy tends to zero.

Additionally, built-in metrics from keras are used to analyze the learning curve through epochs and evaluation of performance on test data. The same metric - Mean Square Error loss metric is used in all the models so that comparison of models’ performance would be more obvious. [32]
3. Results

The normalization formula for each in sequence: \((each/sequence[0]-1)*50+0.5\) produced slightly better results if test evaluation loss is compared than \((each/sequence[0]-1)*100\) for the first model, therefore it will be used for all the later models.

3.1 Pure price based

Results of several identical tests on first model showed price movement direction precision of 51, 46, 49 and 56 percent, which is close to precision of random picking out of two options. Although more tries needed to calculate confidence interval, it seems that this model cannot be of any use and for example putting a monkey in front of two bananas labeled “up” and “down” respectively and letting it choose one would be equal to usage of the given model.

![Fig 4. Several pseudo-randomly chosen plots of test results of the first model](image)

At least it is clear that the error that the model made in its prediction is in adequate range, e.g. there is no prediction that differs from real change 100 or 1000 times, therefore the correctness of inputs can be implied. The loss during testing is 0.006.
3.2 Pure price based variant two

![Fig 5. Plots of loss metric change with number of epochs for Model 1 and Model 1 Variant 2](image)

The second variant of this model has comparable performance, about 47%-53% each time the testing is about 0.01, which is worse than the original Model 1. It could be stated that in this particular situation reducing the number of neurons and increasing the number of epochs did not improve the performance and vice versa made it worse.

It is visible that 20 epochs was enough for model 1 to stop improving, so this number of epochs is enough.

3.3 Price + volume based

Adding volume to data gave no positive changes in accuracy of predictions. Model still guesses the direction of movement of price with accuracy around 50%. Loss for test evaluation is 0.008.
3.4 Bollinger Bands

Bollinger bands performed better than any aforementioned models with test loss about 0.004, but there was no breakthrough about the accuracy of predictions of price movement - also about 53-54 percent.
From the plots on figure 7 the tendency could be noticed that the model tries not to predict value too far away from the last price data point in comparison to what real price is. Mean absolute difference of real target price compared to buy point is 0.035, predicted price has on average 0.017 absolute difference from the last price data point that was fed to the neural network. Similar situation is with the standard deviation - for a list of absolute differences from buy point price to real price this value is 0.044, whereas for a list of absolute differences from buy point price to predicted price is 0.036. Perhaps it is a way for a model to get higher accuracy as quite often the target of prediction would indeed not differ much from the last known price as seen in plot examples and making extreme assumptions would mean bigger errors.

Another assumption is that the greater the difference between last known price and prediction is, the more confident the prediction is and probably adding some threshold would improve prediction quality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Threshold</th>
<th>Precision %</th>
<th>Number of samples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>none</td>
<td>53.82</td>
<td>249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>50.54</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>53.08</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>56.52</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>54.39</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>53.49</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>46.88</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>61.54</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>71.43</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 8. Precision of Bollinger Bands model with different thresholds on differences between last known price and predicted price
In this particular case using high threshold improved test results, repeating the same process again - making model learn from zero and then predict - showed that these great results were just a statistical error. Shown on figure 10.

Fig 9. Plots of test cases from the set of filtered cases with the highest threshold.

Fig 10. Precision of Bollinger Bands model with different thresholds on differences between last known price and predicted price - second attempt.
3.5 MACD

MACD did not stand out too much - during testing the loss is 0.0045, comparable to the performance of Bollinger Bands. Tendencies similar to the ones noticed in Bollinger Bands case can be noticed here - mean and standard deviation for the absolute of predicted price minus last known price is smaller that the same values for real target price, 0.023 and 0.039 against 0.034 and 0.042 respectively. Another trend is an increase of accuracy when raising the prediction difference from the last known price threshold. The plot on figure 11 represents it.

Fig 11. Precision of MACD model with different thresholds on differences between last known price and predicted price

The increase is not steady, similarly to the Bollinger Bands case, therefore success using this threshold is not guaranteed.
4. Summary

Performance of the models is rather weak, the result is generally just slightly above the random threshold of 50% - about 53-55%. Although much more testing is required, for example multiple repeated running of the model in order to produce confidence interval.

There is a chance that existing models’ performance could be improved with the application of more trial and error in input data, e.g. using different combinations of indicators, different normalization, choice of time windows and data density etc. Creating something useful in this topic requires much more specific skills and knowledge in machine learning and artificial intelligence, economy and stock trading. Amount of work needed is also far beyond of the amount that is usually planned for bachelor’s thesis.

The created models can be tested to work as assistive tool for the cases where trader sees an entry point to buy or sell assets. The way that these models were tested in current work differ from the likely behaviour of real human trader - the model was forced to give its prediction in all the market conditions, but in real trading trader most of the time would refuse to make any deal. There is a chance that the model would be able to help potential trader make any profit if he uses it to predict future only when he by himself sees a potential trading opportunity. Such tests were not done due to lack of trading skills.

Different loss functions could be used in training of given models. Current loss which is Mean Squared Error does not distinct between the cases where the prediction is off by the same amount of points, but in one case the direction is guessed correctly and in the other it is not, therefore first case would mean losses to a person whose money the model uses for trading and the other would mean profit. The possible different model could mean bigger loss of score if the direction was guessed incorrectly than when it was guessed correctly and therefore to minimize error the model would try harder to avoid incorrect guesses of direction.
Even though the profitability of created models is highly doubtful, the program can be created to integrate into trading platform API. Such a program would require some kind of decision making mechanic along with confidence evaluation - when to open a trade and when to close it. For example the program could start considering if it makes sense to open a trade based on a script that uses traditional trading indicators with human-written decision making process, for example using a MACD indicator when two its lines cross.[3] Or it could be done vice versa - each minute the prediction using a neural network model is made and if the scripted indicators approve, the trade is made. This would again require more skills in machine learning and trading. The simpler to implement method, which would not require that much extra programming could be to just open trades only when the predicted change of price is higher than some threshold.

Money management techniques can also be implemented with python if a real trading account is used. Such data would be retrieved from service provider through API.

All in all, the results if proven to be correct during additional testing exceeded the expectations that were rather skeptical. Even though only by 3 or 4 percent.
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